CSCI 2200 – Foundations of Computer Science
Homework 10

All problems are assigned from the Discrete Mathematics & Computing (DMC) book.

Recitation

Try these at home first. Then come to see solutions worked out in the recitation.

1. DMC Problem 24.3(c)
2. DMC Problem 24.11(m)
3. DMC Problem 24.51(c)
4. DMC Problem 25.8(e)
5. DMC Problem 25.16(a)
6. DMC Problem 26.5(e)
7. DMC Problem 27.4(a)
8. DMC Problem 27.20
9. DMC Problem 27.48

Problems (Submit Solutions)

Show your work and explain your reasoning. Write in complete and grammatically sound sentences, and submit legible work. The numbers in square brackets are the amount of points each problem is worth.

1. [20] DMC Problem 24.8(a)
2. [20] DMC Problem 24.11(q),(s)
3. [20] DMC Problem 25.8(f)
4. [20] DMC Problem 26.6(c)
5. [10] DMC Problem 27.4(b)
6. [10] DMC Problem 27.54